STANDARD STEEL-ARTE | ALUMIN-ARTE | ALUMINUM CLAD PATINA FINISHES

Our hand applied artisan patina finishes use a combination of old world technique and modern science. Our handcrafted approach is intended to create unique patinas, each a living finish with character, warmth, texture and color. Patinas have subtle inherent variances in color and tone as part of their aesthetic appeal - consistency of finish is not the goal.

A protective coating is applied to each component to help mitigate the rate of change of the patina finish.

Patina finishes for Steel-Arte products are best suited for use in areas of low humidity and low exposure to coastal environments.

- IMAGES ARE FOR DISCUSSION GUIDES ONLY. DIFFERENT LIGHTING AND TEXTURES CAN RESULT IN COLOUR VARIATIONS.
- PHYSICAL SAMPLES SHOULD BE REVIEWED AND APPROVED BEFORE ORDERED CONFIRMATION.